
ENDANGEREDANDTHREATENEDFISHES OFTHEWEST

James E. Deacon'

,\bstract.— The endangered and threatened fish fauna of the United States exhibits problems resulting primarily

from habitat modification by man. The evolutionary history of the fauna has left it especially sensitive to biotic

interactions. In addition, many forms are of such restricted distribution that the entire taxon can be destroyed by
very minor perturbations. The effects of habitat modification on woundfin and roundtai! chub in the Virgin River of

Utah, Arizona, and Nevada are discussed. Parasitism by Lernea on White River springfish is shown to coincide with

population decline in some, but not all, cases. Population declines of Pahnunp killifish are related to biotic inter-

actions with both goldfish and mosquitofish. Population size of Devils Hole pupfish are shown to be quite responsive

to small changes in habitat availability.

Fishes of the West are affected by the same general kinds of ecological problems that are causing extinctions

throughout the world. The interplay of economics with perceived value in society has led us into the numerous
ecological problems facing us today. There is some evidence to suggest that society is making some preliminary ef-

fort to slow the rate of extermination. Perhaps this is happening because the conclusions of ecologists, philosophers,

and theologians regarding the relationship of man and environment are to sopie extent being translated into legisla-

tion as well as into conventional wisdom.

The fish fauna of the western United States

has frequently been characterized as one hav-

ing a relatively low diversity and containing

an unusually high percentage of endemic

taxa exhibiting limited distributions (Miller

1959, Smith 1978). These appear also to be

the primary features contributing to the fact

that much of the fauna is threatened to some
degree.

Recently, the Endangered Species Com-
mittee of the American Fisheries Society

compiled a listing of threatened fishes of

North America (Deacon et al. 1979). The
fishes on that list from the western United

States are presented here as a data base for

the general discussion (Tables 5 and 6). The
predominant threats to all taxa listed were

generalized into five broad categories and
each taxon was assigned one or more of these

categories. Threat categories were as follows:

(1) The present or threatened destruction,

modification, or curtailment of the habitat or

range. (2) Ovenitilization for commercial,

sporting, .scientific, or educational purposes.

(3) Disease or parasitism. (4) Other natural or

manmade factors affecting continued exist-

ence (hybridization, introduction of exotic or

translocated species, predation, competition).

(5) Restricted range of the taxon. A com-

parison of threats to western fishes north of

Mexico with those to eastern fishes is of gen-

eral interest and illustrates significant differ-

ences between the two faunas (Table 1).

Habitat modification (Category 1) is clear-

ly the most prevalent threat to native fishes

throughout the world, and this is certainly

tRie in North America. There are a few spe-

cies in the West, however, that are not now
so threatened. No eastern species, however,

has escaped problems raised by physical al-

teration of the habitat.

No western species has been or is threat-

ened by overexploitation (Category 2), but

about 7 percent of the eastern fishes on the

list are or were so threatened. Six species of

ciscoes occurring in the Great Lakes were

subjected to overfishing by commercial fish-

ermen, changes resulting from the in-

troduction of the sea lamprey, and general

environmental degradation (Scott and Cross-

man 1973). In addition, the Atlantic whitefish

has been subjected to overfishing as well as

habitat alteration. They represent the only

fish taxa in the United States or Canada to be

on the American Fisheries Society list of

threatened species, in part, because of over-

exploitation.

Di.sease and parasiti.sm (Category 3) have
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apparently not been involved in threats to

any eastern species on the list but have been

factors for about 4 percent of the western

fishes. It is probable that this difference re-

sults from the fact that information regarding

incidence of disease and parasitism in native

fishes is relatively sparse. In addition, though

the initial major decline in abundance and
distribution of eastern fishes probably oc-

curred prior to 1850 (Trautman 1957), in the

West the similar event occurred subsequent

to 1850 (Miller 1961). Because increased in-

cidence of disease and/ or parasitism as an

important factor in a population decline be-

comes most apparent during the major de-

cline, it must be detected at that time to be

recognized. The generally earlier decline of

eastern fishes during a time when increased

incidence of disease or parasitism would have

been less likely to have either been detected

or associated with the decline probably ex-

plains its absence from association with the

eastern faima. This factor doubtless has been

a more important contributor to decline of

both eastern and western fish populations

than is apparent. It has specifically been
identified by Wilson et al. (1966) and Seetha-

ler (1978) as a factor in the decline of west-

em fishes.

Biological interactions of various kinds

(Category 4) contribute to the problems
faced by 54 percent of the threatened west-

ern fauna but only 9 percent of the threat-

ened eastern fauna. The marked differences

in Category 4 point to distinctions of the

western fish faima that have been repeatedly

discussed. Physical barriers to dispersal have

resulted in relatively low colonization rates

throughout the West, with the consequence

that western fish faunas are not especially

speciose (Smith 1978). Because their evolu-

tionary experiences have been with relatively

depauperate faimas, western fishes have rela-

tively low tolerances to biological inter-

actions (Smith 1978, Deacon and Minckley

1974, Hubbs et al. 1974).

A restricted range (occurring in only a

single spring, a single group of springs, or a

short stretch of stream [Category 5]) is a fac-

tor involved in giving a threatened status to

21 percent of the western fishes listed, but

only about 7 percent of the eastern fishes.

Category 5 illustrates the fact that one group

of western fishes appears to have a high de-

gree of "extinction resistance" (Smith 1978).

The consequence is that many western taxa

exist as relict populations in single habitats.

They found their way onto the AFS list of

threatened fishes because of that fact. They,

like many western fishes, generally have high

tolerances to physical extremes but low toler-

ances to biological interactions (Deacon and
Minckley 1974).

Physical Modification of Habitats

While western fishes have in general de-

veloped considerable resistance to the phys-

ical extremes imposed upon them by climatic

factors, they have also been most strongly af-

fected by general and specific alterations of

physical habitats imposed upon them by
man. Miller (1961), Hastings and Turner

(1965), and Cottam (1961) have dramatically

shown the impact of slight climatic shifts su-

perimposed on removal of vegetative cover

by overgrazing between about 1880 and
1900. The arroyo cutting, siltation, and de-

watering that occurred during this period

were probably the most detrimental 20 years

Table 1. Comparison of general kinds of threats to the threatened freshwater fish fauna of western and eastern

North America, north of Mexico.

General threat category

Western Fishes
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of all time to fishes and aquatic habitats in

the western United States. This period was
followed closely by a very active period of

dam building, with concomitant increases in

irrigated agriculture, especially since about

1930, when large reclamation projects began
providing water to irrigate what is now some
10 million acres of land in the West. The de-

cline in abundance of the native fishes of the

mainstream Colorado River is associated

closely with construction of these mainstream

dams (Minckley and Deacon 1968, Holden

and Stalnaker 1975 a, b, Seethaler 1978). De-
clines in fishes of tributary streams are also

occurring and are similarly associated with

water manipulations of various kinds that re-

sult in dewatering portions of fish habitats.

Recently, McNatt (1978) has described the

process along the San Pedro River of Ari-

zona. I present some documentation here for

similar problems along the Virgin River of

Utah, Arizona, and Nevada.

The Virgin River drains southwestern Utah
and flows through the northwestern comer of

Arizona before joining the Colorado River in

Lake Mead, Nevada. A salt spring, LaVerkin
Springs, enters the river 180 km upstream
from its confluence with Lake Mead, forming

the upstream limit of distribution for both
the Virgin River roundtail chub, Gila robusta

seminuda, and the woundfin, Plagopterus ar-

gentissimus. Both are here listed as endan-

gered and both are presently restricted to the

mainstream of the Virgin River below LaVer-

kin Spring. In addition, the Virgin spinedace,

a threatened species, occurs both below and
above the springs.

Irrigation diversions have been established

along the river since the 1860s. Since at least

the early 1900s, the Hurricane Diversion,

Washington Diversion, and Mesquite Diver-

sions (Fig. 1) have been capable of diverting

essentially the total summer flow of the river

at each of these three diversion points. La-

Santa Clara River

Boulder Dam
Wash

Mesquite

Diversions

Washington Diversion

UTAH

LaVerkin Creek

Hurricane Diversion

Lake Mead

Fig. 1. Mainstream Virgin River below Hurricane diversion showing total remaining potential habitat for the en-

dangered woundfin and roundtail chub, and significant modifications currently restricting their range.
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Verkin Springs, entering just below the Hur-

ricane Diversion, plus inflow from LaVerkin

and Ash Creeks, maintain permanent stream

flow downstream to Washington Diversion

(Fig. 1). Littlefield Springs, entering at the

lower end of the narrows, maintain per-

manent streamflow downstream to the Mes-

quite Diversion (Fig. 1). When the total

streamflow is actually used at the above di-

version points, only about 52.5 km (or 29 per-

cent) of the remaining 180 km of potential

habitat for the two endangered species re-

stricted to the mainstream is actually con-

stantly available to them.

The narrows (Fig. 1) divides the main-

stream into an upper and a lower component

that appears to effectively isolate the con-

tained fish populations. Elevation and cli-

mate in the two regions differ significantly.

The difference was reflected by the nearly

one-month earlier spawning of the woundfin

population in the lower river in the spring of

1977 (Fig. 7).

The question of requirements of these fish-

es in their remaining habitats has been the

subject of studies conducted at various levels

of intensity since 1961 (Cross 1975, 78, Wil-

liams 1977, Schumann 1978, Peters 1970,

Lockhart 1979, Vaughn Hansen Associates

1977). The drought of 1977 resulted in some
of the lowest flows on record in the Virgin

River, a circumstance which allowed signifi-

cant insights into the probable effects of wa-

ter development projects which would tend

to reduce or alter flows in the river. The
more normal flows of 1978 provided a useful

comparison to the low-flow conditions of

1977.

Length-frequency analysis was used as a

convenient means of examining the popu-

lation structure of the fishes in the Virgin

River. Samples were taken by repetitively

seining an area until the number of fish col-

lected amoimted to less than 10 percent of

the highest number collected. In this way we
insured a good representative sample of all

fish occurring in the sampled area. Figure 2

demonstrates that samples taken in August

1977 and more extensive sampling from No-

vember 1977 provide essentially the same

picture of population structure for woundfin.

This suggests that sampling done in both Au-

30.
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25-26 Nov. 1977 (N= 370)
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Fig. 2. Length frequency of woundfin in Virgin River above the narrows during fall 197
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gust and November was extensive enough to

provide a good representation of population

structure in woundfin. The major fact re-

vealed is that in 1977 young-of-the-year com-
prised a very small (nearly inconsequential)

proportion of the woundfin population above

the narrows. By contrast, a comparison of

population structure in woundfin above the

narrows in 1977 and 1978 (Fig. 3) indicates

that young-of-the-year dominated the popu-

lation in 1978.

When sampling is extensive enough, and
stunting can be discoimted as a significant

factor, much of the information gleaned from

an examination of length frequency can be

summarized by calculation of a mean length

for the population. In this case, for both
woundfin and roundtail chub, small mean
length indicates relatively high reproductive

success and vice versa. Figure 4 and Table 2

present data available on mean length of

woundfin above the narrows in 1973, 1977,

and 1978, together with a hydrograph of

mean monthly flows. They show that in 1973

and 1978, with high winter and spring flows,

reproductive success was high, but in 1977,

with low flows, reproductive success was
low.

A similar situation appears to have existed

for the roundtail chub, Gila robusta semi-

niida (Fig. 5, Table 2), except that the species

was so rare in 1977 that very few were cap-

tured in spite of extensive sampling efforts.

This, of course, indicates that not only were

environmental conditions in Virgin River

during 1977 inimical to successful spawning

in this species, they also apparently reduced

the survival of adults. Figure 5 does show

that the species spawned successfully in at

least one location on the upper mainstream

of the Virgin River in 1978. Relatively high

population density or evidence of a successful

hatch was not found at any other location

sampled in the upper or lower Virgin River

30.
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Table 2. Mean size of woundfiii and roundtail chub in Virgin River. The indicates collections were made in the

area but no individuals of the species were taken. The — indicates the area was not collected. Data on woundfin

from 1973 were provided by Mr. Jerry Lockhart. He probably also took chubs; however, data are not available.

1973 1977 1978

Aug &
Sept

1-8

June

2.3-30

Aug
14-15

Nov
25-26

Nov
12

April

28

Sept

1

Nov
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woundfin fry at various locations along the

Virgin River during summer 1977. Collec-

tions were made at one- to two-week inter-

vals until fry were taken at each location in-

dicated. The uppermost location, indicated

by 23 July in Figure 8 was actually below the

Hurricane Diversion but above LaVerkin
Creek. It is apparent that hatching occurred

earlier in the lower river than in the upper

river. Furthermore, in the lower river hatch-

ing appears to have been delayed by about

two weeks at the lowermost station where
habitat modification is most obvious.

The earlier appearance of young woundfin

in the Arizona segment of the lower river

was followed by relatively good survival in

1977 (Fig. 7). By contrast, the later appear-

ance of young woundfin in the upper river

was followed by very poor survival in 1977

(Fig. 3). With higher' flows in 1978, both up-

stream and downstream populations of

woundfin showed good reproduction, and by

fall 1978 the mean size was nearly identical

in the two populations (Fig. 6).

Comparisons of hydrographs of Virgin Riv-

er flows for 1973, 1977, and 1978 show that

the major differences in flow occurred during

winter and spring. Summer flows suggest a

relatively greater degree of similarity for all

three years (Vaughn Hansen Associates 1977).

If winter and spring flows significantly in-

fluence reproductive success of the endan-

gered fishes of the Virgin River, the effect

should be discernable in the population struc-

ture during the following fall. Figure 9 pres-

ents data comparing mean size of woundfin

in the fall in both the upstream and down-
stream populations against mean flows of the

river during the spring. Of particular signifi-

cance is the fact that when stream flow is

low, mean size is high and vice versa. Inter-

estingly, Figure 9 also suggests that when
mean spring flows are above 700 cfs, repro-

ductive success may be slightly poorer than

when mean spring flows are between 400 and

600 cfs. Data are not available for times

when mean spring flows fall between 100

and 400 cfs, but at about 100 cfs it is clear

25-

9/28/78 (N=I02)

11/25/77 (N= 3)

2^_^—I—

150

—r-
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Fig. 5. Length frequency of roundtail chub in Virgin River above the narrows. The o's indicate size of the only

three individuals taken in extensive sampling on 25 November 1977.
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that reproductive success falls off dramatical-

ly. Essentially, the same relationships exist if

mean flows from January to June, inclusive,

are compared. This examination suggests that

reproductive success of woundfin (and round-

tail chub) in their only remaining habitat is

extremely poor when mean winter and spring

flows fall to about 100 cfs.

The drought of 1977, resulting in some of

the lowest flows on record in the Virgin Riv-

er, has permitted a significant insight into the

habitat requirements of the endangered na-

tive fishes of the river. It is apparent that

current utilization practices of the water re-

sources permit survival of the native fishes in

about 29 percent of their remaining potential

habitat. Intermittent flows coupled with

higher summer temperatures throughout the

remainder of the potential range (Schumann

1978, Lockhart 1979) make it unreliable as a

fish habitat. Within the remaining 29 percent

of the potential habitat, reproduction occurs

during years of normal flow, but is extremely

poor to absent during years of low flow. This

circumstance suggests that at present the

fishes are living in a habitat which has ex-

tremely little potential for further devel-

opment or alteration without adverse im-

pacts on the endangered species present.

Continued monitoring of reproductive suc-

cess and population structure under varying

conditions of stream flow will permit refine-

ment of flow requirements. It is apparent

that the roundtail chub is in an even more
precarious position than is the woundfin and

that both species require higher flows in

spring and winter than they do in summer.

Obviously, problems associated with the

80.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of mean size of woundfin in the upper and lower mainstream Virgin River 1973, 1977, 1978.
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effects of habitat modifications are complex,

often having been developing for more than

a century, and always difficult to quantify or

even specifically identify. The problems
identified and briefly examined here for the

Virgin River have numerous counterparts

throughout the West, as is obvious from the

fact that 97 percent of the western fishes list-

ed herein are on this list in part because of

the present or threatened destruction, modifi-

cation, or curtailment of their habitat or

range.

Disease and Parasitism

Wilson et al. (1966) and Seethaler (1978)

have suggested that parasitism may place sig-

nificant stress on western fishes being sub-

jected to other alterations in their environ-

ments. Examination of museum specimens of

Crenichthys boileiji collected since 1938, sup-

plemented by examination of both museum

specimens and individuals taken in the field

in 1965 and 1966, yields interesting insights

into responses to stress. Crenichthys baileyi

occurs in warm springs along the course of

the Pluvial White River of eastern Nevada.

During the early 1960s various exotic or non-

native species were established in some Cre-

nichthys habitats (Deacon et al. 1964, Hubbs
and Deacon 1964).

Figure 10 and Table 3 show the incidence

of parasitism by Lernea on Crenichthys bail-

eyi populations living in Crystal Spring and
in the warm headwaters springs of the

Moapa River from 1938 to 1966. All avail-

able data are presented in Table 3. Only data

resulting from an examination of 20 or more
individuals are plotted in Figures 10 and 11.

During this period no nonnative fish were es-

tablished in Crystal Spring. The poulation re-

mained abundant and virtually free of para-

sitism by Lernea.

In the headwaters of Moapa River, the

30

25
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10

5

•—• 26 Nov. 77(N=383)

O—o 28 Sept. '78(N=427)
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Fig. 7. Length frequency of woundfin in the lower Virgin River, fall 1977 and fall 1978.
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23July

Lake Mead

Fig. 8. Dates of the first appearance of woundfin fry at various locations along the mainstream Virgin River dur-

ing summer 1977. Collections were made at all locations indicated at one- to two-week intervals until fry were

taken.

shortfin molly {Poecilia mexicana) was in-

troduced in the spring of 1963 (local testi-

mony). No mollies were taken in collections

made in March 1963, but they were present

in collections made on 12 October 1963

(Deacon et al. 1964). In addition, the mosqui-

tofish {Gambusia affinis) had been present in

the area since before 1938 (Miller and Alcorn

1946). While collections of C. baileyi made
during 1963 showed an increased incidence

of parasitism by Lernea, the fish population

remained abundant and the incidence of par-

asitism declined (Fig. 10). In addition, there

was a 5 percent incidence of parasitism in

1959 prior to introduction of mollies. Per-

haps the several spring sources in the head-

Table 3. Incidence of parasitism by Lernea on Crenichthys haileiji. N
one or more Learnea attached.

number examined. % perc ent with

Location

1938

N %
1940

N %
1941

N
1947

N
1948

N
1949

N
1950

N

Headwaters of
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70.
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tive fish population.

At Hiko Spring, no parasitism was evident

until 1965 (Fig. 11). Shortfin mollies (P. mexi-

cana), mosquitofish, and largemouth bass

were all absent from collections made at

Hiko Springs in June 1964. In January 1965 a

few mosquitofish were seen and one was col-

lected. In February 1965 both shortfin mol-

lies and largemouth bass were seen in the

limnocrene, and in March mollies began to

appear in the monthly collections. Both mol-

lies and mosquitofish increased in abundance

through 1965. Lernea first appeared on Cre-

nichthys in March 1965. Incidence of para-

sitism increased to February 1966, at which

time examination of the population was dis-

continued because numbers had declined too

low to permit continuation of the study. The
population was extinct before June 1967.

BioTic Interactions

Interactions of native western fishes with

introduced species have resulted in extensive

hybridization, especially in trout, plus vari-

ous kinds of competitive and predatory con-

sequences. One example which is especially

interesting, because it was replicated, oc-

curred in Manse Spring, Pahrump Valley,

Nye Co., Nevada. The endemic, and cur-

rently endangered, Pahrump killifish (Emp-

etrichthys latos latos) was restricted to the

single limnocrene which was approximately

triangular with maximum dimensions of

about 25 X 15 m. In November 1961 six

goldfish were introduced into the spring by
one of the farmhands. They had reproduced

by July 1962 and during that summer the

children on the farm removed most of the

30-,
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Fig. 10. Incidence of parasitism by Lernea on CrenichtJujs bailey i populations which remained abundant.
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submerged aquatic vegetation from the pond
to make a better swimming pool (Deacon et

al. 1964). The killifish population crashed

during the winter of 1962-63 to almost cer-

tainly fewer than 50 individuals (Fig. 12).

The population had recovered somewhat by
winter 1963 but appeared to be less abundant

through early 1965 than was the case prior to

introduction of goldfish.

In July 1967, Professors Carl L. Hubbs and
R. R. Miller and I, in cooperation with our

families and several students from UNLVand

ASU, attempted to remove all goldfish from

Manse Spring by trapping, seining, using

anesthetic, and, finally, dynamiting. All kill-

ifish captured were held in cages in a nearby

small spring and all goldfish were destroyed.

A total of 1239 killifish were captured and

returned. At least two adult goldfish eluded

us and spawned by the end of the summer.

The killifish population crashed as it had in

1963, reaching a low point of probably fewer

60

^
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•—• Ash Spring

Q-oHiko Spring

^ Exotic Fish Introduced
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Fig. 11. Incidence of parasitism by Lernea on Crenichthys baileyi populations which became rare or extinct.
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than 50 individuals in July 1968. This low

population size persisted through January

1969 (Fig. 12), but by August 1971, when a

transplant was made into Corn Creek Spring,

the population had recovered significantly.

In August 1975, Manse Spring failed as a re-

sult of excessive pumping of groundwater in

the area (Soltz and Naiman 1978).

Prior to making the killifish transplant into

Corn Creek Spring the population of in-

troduced largemouth bass and mosquitofish

(Gambusia affinis) was removed. A few mos-

quitofish escaped the final poisoning efforts

in Corn Creek Spring, but by November
1973 the original stocking of 29 killifish had

built a population of about 1300. In addition,

mosquitofish had become extremely abun-

dant. By November 1974 approximately 250

killifish were estimated to occur in Corn

Creek Spring. The population had not in-

creased by July 1975. In April 1976, 165 kill-

ifish were removed from the spring and it

was poisoned in a second effort to remove ented by Soltz and Naiman (1978). Deacon

mosquitofish. The effort was successful and

killifish had built an estimated population of

2000 fish by November 1976 and 2500 by

October 1977.

These data show that on two occasions in

Manse Spring a population increase of gold-

fish was accompanied by a marked popu-

lation decline of Pahnimp killfish, and on one

occasion in Corn Creek Spring a population

increase of mosquitofish was accompanied by

a killifish population decline. A cause-effect

relationship is strongly suggested, perhaps re-

lating to competitive interactions of the

young or predation.

Restricted Range

While many western fishes have extremely

restricted ranges, none is so restricted or iso-

lated as the Devils Hole pupfish, Cyprinodon

diabolis. A discussion of the biology of this

species and description of its habitat are pres-
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and Deacon (1979) provide a detailed de-

scription of fluctuations in population size

and probable causes for these fluctuations

through December 1976. Data on fluctua-

tions in population size presented here ex-

tend through December 1978 (Fig. 13, Table

4). Figure 13 illustrates the direct and
marked influence of relatively small changes

in water level in Devils Hole on minimum
population size of Cijprinodon diabolis. The
water levels indicated in Figure 13 refer to a

reference point established by USGS above

the maximum water level. Therefore, depth

of water in the habitat increases as the dis-

tance below the reference point (in feet) de-

creases. In addition, the water level shown is

actually the minimum level permitted by the

courts during the time indicated. The first

level indicated (3.9) represents the lowest wa-
ter level reached prior to intervention of the

courts. Water levels normally fluctuated

somewhat above the level indicated, but al-

most never below that level. Generally, wa-

ter levels were highest in winter and very

near the permissible minimum during the

summer irrigation season. This, of course, re-

flects the fact that the water level in Devils

Hole is directly and rapidly influenced by
pumping of groundwater nearby.

The somewhat erratic population fluctua-

tions in 1972 and 1973 reflect responses to

temporary management attempts as well as

to scouring floods v/hich occurred during this

period (Deacon and Deacon 1979). Once
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Fig. 13. Devils Hole pupfish population size compared to minimum water levels 1972-1978.
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some stability was achieved in water levels, it

became possible to attempt management of

water level to achieve a desired minimum an-

nual population size. The desired minimum
population size was established at 200 in an

effort to insure that the population would not

fall so low as to tend to accelerate toward ex-

tinction. The present court-mandated level of

2.7 appears to be just maintaining minimum
population size (Fig. 13, Table 4).

This example illustrates the direct and rap-

id impact on restricted native fishes which

can result from even modest developments

nearby. Often, as was true in this case, the

developer may be almost entirely unaware of

the consequences of his activities. For fishes

living in restricted environments, this lack of

awareness can mean extinction.

Discussion

It is apparent that the full variety of rea-

sons for becoming threatened are exemplified

among the endangered or threatened fishes of

the West. The legitimate question arising

from this and every consideration of endan-

gered species is "Why bother? What good
are they?" The answers to those questions, I

believe, must include at least two parts: (1)

because it is to our own self-interest to do so,

and (2) because our society's values, as ex-

pressed through federal law, require us to

"bother." The second answer has been and
will continue to be debated and perhaps

modified. The first is really the core of the

endangered species debate. The argument,

simplified, I believe, involves at least the fol-

lowing considerations. Because populations

are dependent upon and interact within eco-

systems, extinction is an indication of a signif-

icant change in the ecosystem— in general, a

reduced capability to support life or at least

to support diversity. The fact that an endan-

gered species is involved may, therefore, be

an indication that the long-term carrying ca-

pacity of an ecosystem may be exceeded (the

Table 4. Estimated population size of the Devils Hole pupfish [Cijprinodon diabolis) in Devils Hole, Nye County,

Nevada, 1972-1978. Estimates are the maximimi number of fish actually coimted visually during standardized at-

tempts at counting the entire population. Data prior to 4 June 1974 were taken by Dr. R. R. Miller and subsequently

by
J.

E. Deacon.
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argument of the canary in the coal mine).

Thus, it follows that if we are concerned

about the ability of our children to fimction

in the ecosystem in a manner at all com-

parable with our present functioning, it may
be important to maximize the survival of spe-

cies other than Homo sapiens who are also

dependent on that ecosystem.

Another major line of argument is the di-

versity-stability one (i.e., there appears to be

a tendency for more diverse ecosystems to be

more stable). Because more stable ecosystems

tend to permit coping with times of poor

productivity, it seems that enlightened self-

interest would dictate that we make efforts

to promote stability. Another cogent part of

this argument is the inverse relationship be-

tween diversity and energy flow (in molecu-

lar systems, ecological systems, and in organi-

zation of cities) described by Watt (1972,

1973). He pointed out that the principle ap-

pears to be true in societal organization to

the extent that in the U.S. we find fewer

book titles per capita than less industrialized

societies, as well as declining numbers of au-

tomobile and airplane manufacturers, in-

creasingly standardized foods in super-

markets and restaurants, symphony
orchestras almost restricting performances to

the work of eight men, difficulties with pub-

lishing innovative books or trying out in-

novative ideas, and declining numbers of spe-

cies (Watt 1972, 1973). In some ill-defined

way this general reduction in environmental

diversity seems to result in a search for re-

placement of the satisfaction or sensory stim-

ulation which it provided. Thus, we have sig-

nificant and expanding elements in our

society attempting to satisfy their senses

through membership in cults, sexual experi-

mentation, use of drugs and alcohol, etc.

Basically, it seems that as we manufacture a

more "efficient" society we increase its

energy flow while reducing its diversity. This

seems to result in a search for diversity by

the members of society. Perhaps the most

dramatic demonstration that environmental

stimulation derived from experiences with or

in nature is essential to modern man's feeling

of well-being comes from the successes real-

ized in the treatment of "hopeless" mental

cases (litis 1967). Dramatic improvements re-

sulted from taking these people on camping

trips. Many people obviously have expe-
rienced the tremendous release of tension

that can be felt when you "get away from it

all," or, to put it another way, when you
have an opportunity to become acquainted
with the diversity and sensory stimulation

available in nature. Finally, the availability

of genetic diversity in plants and animals as a

basis for producing new or better crops, med-
icines, and pharmaceuticals (Reisner 1978)

has been emphasized as one of the most com-
pelling arguments for saving species.

Thus, there are a number of biological rea-

sons to justify saving endangered species.

These usually have implications that extend

to other areas of human endeavor. If man's

uniqueness in fact is his knowledge of his

world, if Homo sapiens is the knowing one,

then each extinction diminishes man's capaci-

ty of know—and to that extent man's human-
ity. It seems to me that the Endangered Spe-

cies Act represents a society saying "This is

as far as we will go." The necessity of making
such a statement will always be questioned,

but it does represent an attempt at insuring

that our children on into many generations

will have available to them some of the hu-

manizing experiences that were available to

us.

Perhaps we have taken the position that

the extermination must stop because of our

general awareness that there is no other

choice. Human civilization has always had a

very nomadic character about it. The domi-

nant center of Western civilization has

shifted from the fertile crescent of Mesopo-

tamia to Egypt, Greece, Rome, Europe,

Great Britain, and the United States as envi-

ronmental overexploitation has forced (or

permitted) these nomadic wanderings. With
the entire planet occupied by civilized so-

cieties, there is no way to continue the wan-

derings of civilization. The last remnant of

the tendency appears to be exportation of the

environmental degradation required to sup-

port the kind of society we have created.

Thus, no longer does our civilization have its

primary impact confined to national bound-

aries. We find ourselves responsible for de-

struction of tropical rain forests, whales, pup-

fish, woundfin, and any number of other

worldwide resources, both renewable and

nonrenewable. A balance of payments deficit
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is clearly one serious and unacceptable con-

sequence, but it is completely overshadowed

by the rapid diminution of the world's ability

to support the biotic diversity so essential to

man's physical and mental well-being.

During this symposium Lovejoy (1979) has

provided a frightening description of the aw-

ful magnitude of the problem. Clements

(1979) has clearly shown that it is our own so-

ciety, not societies in the under-developed

countries of the tropics, that must be held

primarily responsible for such all-pervasive,

worldwide environmental degradation. Per-

haps an understanding of these important

facts will hasten the hard decisions which

must be made to apply the principles of the

Endangered Species Act on a worldwide
scale. Spencer (1979) provided extensive

documentation to show that the very difficult

and costly decisions essential to slowing the

rate of environmental degradation in the

United States are being made in some specif-

ic cases. His presentation is perhaps the most

encouraging evidence presented at the sym-

posium to indicate that there are forces at

work in our society which have a slim possi-

bility of forcing the significant shifts in so-

cietal values which Clements (1979) de-

scribed as essential if we are to prevent the

collapse of our system.

The answers to "Why save species?" are

many-faceted, almost always translate into

"Why save ecosystems?" and clearly demand
searching examination of human values. It

seems particularly powerful, therefore, to

find philosophers, theologians, and ecologists

converging on essentially the same answers to

these questions. Though ecologists tend to

understandably emphasize species and eco-

systems and theologians tend to emphasize

individuals and anthropocentricity, pretty

much the same conclusions emerge. The most

succinct and, to the Christian world, prob-

ably the most widely understandable con-

clusion we can arrive at was expressed by
Professor Hugh Nibley. In a 1978 essay exam-

ining man's relationship with his environ-

ment he said, "Man's dominion is a call to

service, not a license to exterminate."
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Minnows, family Cyprinidae

Mexican stoneroller

Devils River minnow

Desert dace

Alvord chvib

Fish Creek Springs Tiii

chub

Independence Valley Tui

chub

Mohave Tui chub

Newark Valley Tui chub

Oregon Lakes Tui chub

Lahontan Tui chub

Owens Tui chub

Thicktail chub

Humpback chub

Bonytail

Gila chub

Chihuahua chub

Yaqui chub

Gila roundtail chub

Pahranagat roundtail

chub

Virgin River roundtail

chub

Oregon chub

Least chub

White River spinedace

Virgin spinedace

Big Spring spinedace

Little Colorado spinedace

Spikedace

Moapa dace

Yaqui Beautiful shiner

Rio Grande shiner

Proserpine shiner

Bluntnose shiner

Woundfin

Splittail

Colorado squawfish

Relict dace

Campostoma ornatum SC
Girard

Dionda diaboli Hubbs and T
Brown

Eremichthys dcros Hubbs T
and Miller

Gila ahordensis Hubbs and SC
Miller 1972

Gila bicolor euchila E
Hubbs and Miller 1972

Gila bicolor isolata Hubbs T
and Miller 1972

Gila bicolor mohavensis E
(Snyder)

Gila bicolor newarkensis SC
Hubbs and Miller 1972

Gila bicolor oregonensis SC
(Snyder)

Gila bicolor obesa (Girard) SC
Gila bicolor snyderi Miller E

1973

Gila crassicauda (Baird and E
Girard)

Gila cypha Miller E
Gila elegans Baird and E

Girard

Gila intermedia (Girard) SC
Gila nigrescens (Girard) E
Gila purpurea (Girard) E
Cw7fl robusta graluimi Baird T

and Girard

Gila robusta jordani Tanner E

Gila robusta semintida E
Cope

Hybopsis crameri Snyder SC
lotichthys phlegethontis T

(Cope)

Lcpidomeda albivallis T
Miller and Hubbs

Lepidomeda inollispinis T
inollispinis Miller and

Hubbs

Lepidomeda mollispinis E
pratensis Miller and Hubbs

Lepidomeda vittata Cope
Meda fulgida Girard

Moapa coriacea Hubbs and

Miller

Notropis formosus mearnsi

Snyder

Notropis jemezanus (Cope)

Notropis porserpinus

(Girard)

Notropis simiis (Cope)

Plagopteriis argentissim us

Cope
Pogonichtlnjs SC

macrolepidotus (Ayres)

Ptychocheilus luciiis Girard E
Rclictus solitarius Hubbs SC

and Miller 1972

1,3

1

L5

1

1,4,5

1,4,5

1,4

1,5

1

1

1,4,5

1,4,5

AZ,TX,(Mexico)

TX

NV

NV.OR

NV

NV

CA

NV

OR

NV
CA

CA

AZ,CO,UT,WY
AZ,CA,CO,NV,UT,WY

AZ,NM
NM,Mexico(Ch)
AZ,Mexico (So)

AZ,NM

NV

AZ,NV,UT

OR
UT

NV

Az,[/r

,vv

SC
T
E
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Independence Valley
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Pahrunip killifish Empetrichthijs latos lotos E
Miller

1,4,5 NV

Livebearers, faniilv Poecilidae

Amistad gambusia
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Questions for Dr. Deacon

Once a species is on its way to recovery, how does

one determine what the population level or popu-

lation density would be for the species to be consid-

ered no longer in danger?

That is an extremely knotty problem. In the case of

the Devils Hole pupfish we were primarily con-

cerned with maintaining a large enough population

to prevent population instabilities that might tend

to accelerate the process of extinction. It is generally

understood that populations have a minimum size

below which they are unlikely to maintain viability.

Bob Miller at the University of Michigan did some

experimental rearing of other species of pupfish in

the 1940s and also performed a number of trans-

plants into springs devoid of fish. His work indicated

that experimental populations started with small

numbers of individuals tended to decline in abun-

dance after a few generations, sometimes to extinc-

tion. His numerous transplants of pupfish into other

natural waters were never successful if fewer than

200 individuals were transplanted, and in only two

instances were they successful when more than 200

individuals were transplanted. During the middle

1960s a graduate student of mine, Carol James (now

Ivy), did some work on the Devils Hole pupfish

which, in retrospect, indicated that its population

had probably never fallen below 200 individuals. Fi-

nally a transplant of 24 Devils Hole pupfish into an

artificial pond below Hoover Dam resulted in a pop-

ulation maximum of about 200 individuals, followed

by a decline to about 50 individuals. This pattern

suggested loss of viability may be occurring in the

transplanted population of Devils Hole pupfish. This

line of argimient was successful in establishing the

fact that it would be unacceptably dangerous to per-

mit the population of Devils Hole pupfish to fall be-

low 200 individuals. Once that point was established

it was not difficult to show, with four or five years of

monthly data on estimated population size, that a

water level of 2.7 was necessary to sustain a popu-

lation of no fewer than 200 individuals. These eco-

logical relationships are being reported in the sym-

posium volume on research in the national parks to

be published in 1979.

Q. At what level do you consider the population to not

be threatened?

Table 6. Undescribed taxa of threatened freshwater fishes of western North America: 1979.
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A. I consider 200 piipfish to be one which puts the spe-

cies in approximately the position it was prior to the

appearance of man—not completely in that position,

but approximately. Now it's as threatened as it al-

ways was because of its restricted habitat, but it is

no more threatened because of man's activities.

Q. Would cleaning up the waters here in the West af-

fect the species population?

A. In those areas where pollution is a problem it cer-

tainly would. Almost anything that's proposed which

will modify habitats must be examined with respect

to the possibilities of adversely affecting species,

whether or not they are endangered. It doesn't nec-

essarily mean that, for instance, salinity control pro-

jects will affect the woundfin minnow. In fact, some
of my work has demonstrated that there is probably

a good opportunity to design salinity control projects

that will be unlikely to affect the mainstream fishes

of the Virgin River. That conclusion is expandable to

many other instances in the Southwest. The impor-

tant thing is to design projects that are compatible

with the habitat requirements of the species im-

pacted. In other words, cleaning up the waters of

the West could affect species in a number of ways,

both adversely and favorably.

Q. I'm not convinced that what you have said about the

proposal to not go ahead with the power plant in

Dixie is reasonable. The suggestion was that they di-

vert some of the water from the Virgin River into a

reservoir in Warner Valley and with that carry on

with their electrical work. Now, of course, it would

be a coal plant and this would be cooling water for

the hydro plant. What is the problem? How is it go-

ing to endanger that fish?

A. The question is how is the Warner Valley Project

likely to add to the threats to the woundfin minnow
and roundtail chub in the mainstream Virgin River.

Thanks very much for asking it, Vasco (Tanner). This

obviously is not a simple problem. The basic answer

I see is that the Warner Valley Project as projected

will alter the flows of the mainstream Virgin River.

The hydrologists point out that most of the water

will be taken during the winter and spring. Data I

presented here today indicate that during the low-

flow winter, spring, and summer of 1977, woundfin

and roimdtail chub reproduction was extremely low.

To the extent that the Warner Valley Project in-

creases the frequency with which flows similar to

1977 occur, that project will adversely impact the

endangered fishes living there. Essentially, the prob-

lem is that the data so far demonstrate that 1977,

which was a low-flow year, resulted in conditions in-

compatible with very much reproduction of those

two species. If you cut off that reproduction, you're

likely to cause an extinction. Certainly every time

you modify the flow regime of the Virgin River such

that the native fish populations living there miss a

year of reproduction, you're very demonstratively af-

fecting the capability of those species to maintain

themselves in the river. My conclusions here are

really based on the fact that we have demonstrated

very poor reproduction during a time which repre-

sents the kind of postproject flows we could expect.

Q. Of course I've seen that river fluctuate from great to

almost nothing, so naturally I don't see that there is

any justification for not going ahead with it. They're

going to get water from Warner Valley as well as

just divert a little from the Virgin River into the res-

ervoir.

A. The crux of the matter, I think, is what flows are

necessary to permit reproduction of the woundfin
minnow. The data I presented suggest that flows in

the neighborhood of 1(X) cubic feet per second are

necessary to permit reproduction of woundfin and
roundtail chub. In fact, there is some suggestion that

winter flows must be somewhat higher. If the Warn-
er Valley project doesn't reduce winter and spring

flows below about 110 cubic feet per second, then I

would say that there is likely to be no adverse im-

pact. On the other hand, if it does, and it was dem-
onstrated by the hydrological study that it would,

then it does represent an impact. I'm not saying you

shouldn't have the project. AH I am saying is, if you

reduce flows, you're going to impact the minnow
and the chub.

Q. Just a comment more than a question. I understand

the Warner Project during 1977 would not have

been allowed to divert because the water was so low

that project requirements would not have permited

diversion. The 1977 situation would not be repeated

unless there was another low-water year.

A. If that's the case, then I fail to see the basis for the

rather marked objections that have been raised to

the conclusions I have reached.
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